
Music box made from cuddly fleece fabric
Instructions No. 623

If you put this cuddly music clock little thing into your little darling's bed, then falling asleep will certainly not be difficult. You can choose the melody yourself,
there are different good night songs available Selection.

Here's how it works  

Transfer the templates to the corresponding fabrics and cut them out with
seam allowance 
Important: 2 cuttings must be opposite each other.

Fabric cuts
Body: 2 x 
Wings: 4 x
Tail: 2 x
Head: 2 x
Wheels: 8 x

Sew together two blanks for the wings right sides together except for a small opening, turn and sew up with mattress
stitch. Fix the wings with Pins on the body and stitch them on.

Fix the striped blanks for tail and head with Pins on the body halves and sew on 

Sew the duck together except for a turning opening and a small hole at the neck and turn it music clock into the body,
thread the drawstring through the hole in the neck and through the pull stop and knot. Fill the body with cotton wool
and close the turning opening with mattress stitch.

For the loop , sew a strip of fabric 20 x 5 cm together to form a tunnel and turn it over, roll up the ends and sew them
up. Tie a loop and sew it over the drawstring.

Sew together two blanks for the wheels except for a small turning opening, turn them, sew them up and stitch on the
wheel hub.
Sew the finished wheels to the duck and embroider the eye.



Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!

Article number Article name Qty
378383-92 Fleece fabric "Antipeeling", uniRed 0.2
378383-92 Fleece fabric "Antipeeling", uniRed 0.2
232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/


391214 Gütermann sewing thread set "All-purpose sewing thread", 7 x 100 m 1
360340 Prym embroidery needle assortment, with lace 1
232395 Sewing needles extra long, set of 6 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
360289 Glass head-Pins Prym, 30 mm 1
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